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BEST BET R8 20:45

Gillenbah
Tiger

Red Bdl
D

T: John Reminis
The Hound Says:

NEXT BEST R4 19:21

Ashby Doha Black D

T: Allan Manwaring
The Hound Says:

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 1, 6 
Race 6 - 4, 3, 1 
Race 7 - 6, 1 
Race 8 - 2 

$20 for 166.66%

R1 LADBROKES MONTHLY MAIDEN HEAT 1 Maiden
Series H Maiden 365m 18:11

TELLING (7) locally trained runner on debut. In
good hands and sure to be well educated on
track. Must be respected. WALKAWAY CURLY (5)
the other debutant in this race. Limited info with
this being dams 2nd starter. Mum was lightly
raced but had ability. Watch betting. STUNNING
DOLL (8) prefer to wait till see improvement.
Place chance.

1.
2. N/A
4.
5. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R2 LADBROKES MONTHLY MAIDEN HEAT 2 Maiden
Series H Maiden 365m 18:33

REST ASSURED (7) nicely bred runner on debut.
In good hands and sure to be well educated on
track being locally trained. Respect. LOONEY
DOOK (6) risky but does have ability to win if
lands on the bunny early. MIRACULOUS DEAN (2)
can run a nice race in this field with a clean run.
Each way chance.

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R3 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 0-1 WIN Mixed 520m 18:59

Many of the runner are coming out of the same
race last start. MAX SHIRAZ (6) was one of those
runners. He can improve and win if crosses in
front early, chance. LUCKY BLUE BOOK (1)
another who can improve if finds clear running
early. May need some luck to the 1st turn.
MOUNT PARNIS (2) chance if out jumps the red
and claims the rails early.

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
6.
7. SCR
8.

Tips

R4 RYANS CLEANING SERVICE 0-1 WIN Mixed 520m 19:21

ASHBY DOHA (1) touch risky out of the boxes but
can show speed once gets going. With clear
running early has the ability to run quick times.
chance. KING TIDE (6) clocked a good 30.06 last
start over this course and distance. May need
touch of luck early from the draw, chance.
ARCHIE LUXE (2) touch off the top two, each way
chance if jump well.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R5 PREMIUM TYRE SERVICE NOWRA 4th/5th Grade 365m 19:39

PAYING THE PRICE (1) jumped well last start
clocking a fast early section winning over this trip
in a PB time of 20.53. Good chance if jumps as
well tonight. INDEFATIGABLE (6) ran a gallant 2nd
behind Paying The Price last start over this trip
clocking a quick 20.67. Can turn the tables if out
jumps the red SHADES OF ROSE (3) each way if
jumps well

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R6 OUT AND ABOUT DOG WALKING
NOWRA

4th/5th
Grade 520m 20:01

IMPLODING IMAGE (4) coming off a couple nice
runs here at Nowra in the Puppy Classic heat and
final. With clean start would be a good chance of
winning off the back of those performances.
BLAZING WILL (3) risky but does have ability to
run a big race, can show up TOPPER BLOOM (1)
will need to ping and land the bunny early. Each
way off best efforts

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips
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R7 WOWTHEGREYHOUND.COM 5th Grade 365m 20:23

CUMBRIA PETE (6) last start winner over this
course and distance clocking time of 20.79. That
time would be a good chance of winning again.
DOMENICO FLYER (1) risky early, can show good
speed when nail the jump. Can show up if come
out running. CUMBRIA TESS (8) needs to do
everything right from the wide draw. Each way
chance.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. N/A

Tips

R8 BECHINI & ASSOCIATES 5th Grade 365m 20:45

Top two looks the standouts coming off nice wins
over this trip. GILLENBAH TIGER (2) clocked a
quick 20.75 winning last start. A repeat run would
be a good chance to go back to back. Danger will
be ASHBY FLASH (1) who won nicely on debut
running time of 20.87. Needs to be in front early,
chance LITTLE TANGO (5) can lead, place chance
if jumps well

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R9 LADBROKE IT! PATHWAYS 5th Grade 365m 21:03

Risky bunch. May come down to who jumps the
best. CLYDE PRINCE (4) can show early speed if
finds room to move early. Would be good chance
of winning if runs up to best. LIGHTNING ROCKET
(8) and LIGHTNING FIAMMA (1) can show early
speed to lead but need to jump better and lift on
latest runs. Chances if come out running.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R10 GRNSW MASTERS M3 365m 21:25

CUMBRIA DAVE (1) not the quickest early but with
a clean rails run does have the ability to run good
times over this trip, chance. BLUE MOSS (8) hit
and miss early. Can show speed once gets going,
has the ability to win. MACK BOY (7) can be hard
to catch and better over touch longer but is
suited wide and this is a suitable race to show up
in.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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